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Partnering States and Union Territories 

Towards Saving Lives and Bringing Hope...

 in Hyderabad and expanded to 2 CountriesLaunched on 15th August 2005

In India  In Sri Lanka 2 Provinces15 States and 2 Union Territories,

1,34,225 CALLS ANSWERED EVERY DAY

24,553 EMERGENCIES RESPONDED PER DAY FLEET OF 

6,555 AMBULANCES BY TRAVELLING DISTANCE OF 

9,95,220 KM PER DAY 

5,02,59,020 EMERGENCIES RESPONSED

19,33,200 LIVES SAVED SINCE INCEPTION.
4,47,796 DELIVERIES ASSISTED BY EMTs.
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Road Safety education program to school students and communities using 
“TEAM vans” (Traffic Education and Awareness Mobile vans) was launched on 1st 
December in collaboration with Department of Transportation, Government of 
Gujarat. It is said that if road traffic accident is a disease, education is its   
vaccine.  This is the first formal large scale program of GVK EMRI in prevention of 
emergencies with a state government. There is growing evidence about the 
requirement of public education, life style management and secondary 
prevention to prevent complications and save lives and reduce burden of 
diseases in India. GVK EMRI welcomes such opportunities to work in the public 
education programs in a structured manner on health and disease conditions   
with various state governments.  

Pick-up and drop-back transportation services for pregnant women, newborns 
and sick infants (102 JSSK) with 41ambulances named as “Amma Vodi “ (Telugu word for mother's lap) were 
launched in Telangana State on 28th December. Preference was given to tribal areas of the state initially; 
subsequently these services will spread to the rest of the state. GVK EMRI is now actively involved in 102 
drop-back services in 10 states in India.  

Advanced Life Support (ALS) Ambulances are also getting a preferential treatment by many state 
governments. Ideally, 2-year trained Advanced EMTs are the right manpower to provide Advanced Life 
Support services in ALS ambulances. 2-year Advanced Post Graduate Program in Emergency Care 
(APGDEC), affiliated to Osmania University and conducted at main campus of GVK EMRI is the best 
education program to develop Advanced EMTs in India. Stanford School of Medicine, USA is involved in 

st
ensuing international standards in grooming these advanced EMTs. By December 31 , 120 students sought 
admissions for the 2016-18 APGDEC batch. This is an encouraging sign. Need of advanced life support 
ambulances and the availability of best in the class, advanced EMT education program in the form of 
APGDEC offered at GVK EMRI should be spread wide and far. This will provide much needed momentum to 
create similar educational opportunities by GVK EMRI in different regions of the country. Now total number 
of people trained at EMLC (Emergency Medicine Learning Center), GVK EMRI has crossed 300,000 
including 74659 EMTs, 71208 Pilots, 11482 Doctors, 47783 Nurses, 28575 First Responders, 62630 
AHA/ITLS/ BLSO and 6748 other healthcare providers and community volunteers.

By the end of December GVK EMRI is running 10,783 ambulances, over 24000 emergencies are responded 
everyday, 750 million people are reached. Year 2016 has given GVK EMRI to launch 11 new projects. Few of 
these new projects were extension of existing services like 108, 102, 104, 181, 2 - wheeler ambulances   
and MMUs in new states. But animal mobile medical ambulance services, hearse services and road safety 
education were new initiatives, unique and path breaking. Similarly, initiation of pre hospital ambulance 
services in Srilanka has been the first international project of GVK EMRI till date. To sum up, GVK EMRI has 
demonstrated 600% growth in the last six years, a dream come reality. This phenomenal growth is possible 
only with the support of our Chairman / Board, trust of state government, acceptance of people and 
passionate performance of every   associate.
 
Team from the state of Himachal Pradesh which won December month's recognition deserves appreciations 
from one and all for their exhibition of professional life support competencies.

With best wishes
K. Krishnam Raju 
DIRECTOR - GVK EMRI

Strong ending of the year 2016 for GVKEMRI  by everyone's contributions
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Launched on 15th August 2005 in Hyderabad and expanded to 2 Countries
In India 15 States and 2 Union Territories, In Sri Lanka 2 Provinces



Boat Ambulance
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            NOT FOR PROFIT ORGANISATION OPERATING IN PUBLIC PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP MODEL

108 Saviour of GVK EMRI - INDIA

STATE WISE CASE OF THE MONTH 

HIMACHAL PRADESH TEAM  - 108 NAS / STAFF SUCCESSFULLY SAVED THE LIFE OF A PREGNANT WOMAN 

INJURED IN RTA ACCIDENT  08
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My name is Shashi and I am working as an EMT at PHC Dushara Location 

in District Una. I am working in GVK EMRI as an EMT since 2 years. GVK 

EMRI 108 has given me a great opportunity to serve people. During this 

case I experienced various challenges. Patient was injured in RTA and also  

full term pregnant. As the patient was seriously injured and her condition 

was critical but our regular training gave me confidence in such a critical 

situations.

I am Ajay working as Pilot in GVK EMRI 108 at PHC Dushara location in 
District Una since last 2 year. I have learnt so many things here. Timely 
shifting a patient to hospital in critical hour satisfies our purpose. I did my 
best to help EMT in managing the case. 

REFLECTION BY PILOT: AAJAY

REFLECTION BY EMT: SHASHI

SAVIORS OF 108 HIMACHAL PRADESH TEAM

MEDIA COVERAGE AND APPRECIATION LATTER

EMT
SHASHI

PILOT
AJAY
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“We felt very happy when we heard that the victim recovered very well. 
With our good Pre-Hospital Care by controlling the bleeding, maintaining 
good airway, with high flow oxygen, fluid administration and other 
measures helped in saving the life of the victim. It is because of our regular 
training programs which help in raising our confidence levels. ”

“It was a critical case to manage at scene. I helped my colleague in 
managing this case and early transportation to the hospital and feel proud 
that we saved the victim's life.”

REFLECTION BY PILOT: SARDAR BASHA SHAIK

REFLECTION BY EMT: GOPINATH G

EMT

GOPINATH G

PILOT

SARDAR BASHA SHAIK

SAVIORS OF 108 ANDHRA PRADESH TEAM

MEDIA COVERAGE AND PHOTOGRAPHS AT INCIDENT SITE
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RTA – BIKE ACCIDENT

th
On the late afternoon of 15  December, Mr. Rama Mohan aged 22 years 
traveling on his bike along with his brother from Rayachoti to Madanapalli 
on his personal work. While passing through Reddemma konda suddenly 
the two wheeler's front wheel got brust. He was thrown off the vehicle on to 
the middle of the road. By the time a lorry which is following them ran over 
his right leg. His brother escaped with minor injuries as he fell outside of 
the road.  His brother called 108 to take care of the victim.

On reaching the scene, EMT Gopinath performed rapid trauma survey and 
found that victim was semi-conscious, paleness over face with rapid 
breathing and noticed amputation of right leg with profuse bleeding. EMT 
controlled the bleeding with sterile gauge pads and pressure bandage. He 
applied C- Collar, did splinting of the fractured limb and took the victim on 
scoop stretcher carefully with all the spinal immobilization measures. EMT 
packed the amputated distal leg of the patient carefully in saline soaked 
sterile gauze pads and carried along with the patient to the hospital. Victim 
was shifted into ambulance carefully maintaining the airway by 
administering high flow oxygen and doing suction intermittently. The 
baseline vitals were recorded; BP 110/70 mm of Hg, Pulse rate 128/min, 
Respiration 16/min. 

ERCP Dr. Rajesh was contacted; on his advice EMT administered IV fluids RL 
& NS to avoid hypovolemic Shock, he also administered Inj. Rantac, Inj. 
Tramadol to reduce the pain. Enroute, EMT reassessed the vitals once 
again, the victim became conscious and vitals improved to normal.  With 
constant monitoring victim was shifted to Area Hospital, Madanapalli for 
further surgical care and management.  

ANDHRA PRADESH STATE TEAM - OR DISTRICTCHITT

EMT           GOPINATH G   

PILOT     SARDAR BASHA SHAIK

AMBULANCE LOCATION:
GURRAM KONDA

CASE ID: 42527761

DATE: 15/12/2016

CALL TIME: 16:13 HRS

ERCP: DR. RAJESH

RECEIVING HOSPITAL:  
AREA HOSPITAL,
MADANAPALLI.

Patient Receiving

Pre hospital Care

In 108 Ambulance
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Almost every day, we hear the news of assault and domestic violence cases 
in news. Sometimes they get the treatment in time but sometimes they 
don't get it because they try to hide it from others. Our 108 service tries the 
level best to save the patient and shift them to the hospital on time. I think 
that we cannot stop people to consume alcohol but there should be a limit 
and we should raise our voice if this kind of incidents takes place in front of 
our eyes. We need to fight with the evil and find out the solution.

I always keep myself alert during all critical cases so that I can bring the 
Victim to the hospital as soon as possible safely.

REFLECTION BY PILOT: HARI CHANDRA SAHARIA

REFLECTION BY EMT: SABIR ALI SAIKIA

EMT
SABIR ALI SAIKIA

PILOT
HARI CHANDRA

SAHARIA

 

SAVIORS OF 108 ASSAM TEAM

MEDIA COVERAGE 
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ASSAULT CASE

Mrs. Nirmali Baishya of 25 years of age is an inhabitant of Darrang District. 
She lives with her husband and in-laws. She is a simple and hard working 
woman and fulfills all the expectations of her family members. 

Her husband used to reach home late and frequently after consuming 
alcohol. Whenever he was drunk, he use to beat her and his parents were 
also aware of it, but not a single family member protested against this 
violence.

             
On the fateful evening of 27th December, victim was inside her bedroom 
and was busy with some household work. Her husband reached home and 
he was under the influence of alcohol and behaving crazy. Mrs. Baishya 
could understand that he was drunk and something wrong might happen 
as she was familiar to such situations. Earlier, he had beaten her recklessly 
and she was injured. He started shouting at her and asking for money. Mrs. 
Baishya refused to do so and he lost his control and temperament. He 
pulled her forcefully by pulling her hair and she fell down on the floor. She 
got severely injured on her head and bleeding started from her head. 
People from the neighboring area heard the news and reached the 
incident place. She was in a very bad condition and someone from the 
crowd called up 108 for help. EMT Mr. Sabir Ali Saikia and Pilot Mr. Hari 
Chandra Saharia rushed to the scene on dispatch. EMT reached the scene 
and found the patient was in semi conscious condition and lying on the 
floor. EMT checked vitals and took patient's past medical history. EMT found 
that victim was hurt by someone and it was none other than her husband 
who escaped from the scene. EMT recorded the vitals as B.P - 116/76 
mmHg, Respiration rate – 17 b/m, Pulse rate- 91b/m. After that EMT took 
ERCP advice and accordingly EMT dressed the lacerated part and 
administered NS. Enroute to hospital he checked and monitored the 
patient vitals frequently.

EMT Mr. Saikia and Pilot Mr. Saharia handed over the patient to Mangaldoi 
Civil Hospital safely. 

ASSAM STATE TEAM - DARRANG DISTRICT

 SABIR ALI SAIKIAEMT        

 HARI CHANDRA SAHARIAPILOT     

AMBULANCE LOCATION:
PATHORIGHAT, DARRANG

CASE ID: 2626038

DATE: 27/12/2016

CALL TIME: 6.32 HRS

ERCP : DR SANTANU

RECEIVING HOSPITAL:  
MANGOLDAI CIVIL HOSPITAL

 

Patient Receiving

Pre hospital Care

In 108 Ambulance
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This was a very critical pediatric case for us. We handled this case as per our 
training and saved life of this Baby I am happy to be a part of life saving 
mission

I have supported my team in saving life of baby. I am happy that baby is out 

of danger and in good condition today.

REFLECTION BY PILOT: KRISHNA CHOUHAN

REFLECTION BY EMT: BHUNESHWAR DEWANGAN

EMT
BHUNESHWAR
DEWANGAN

PILOT
KRISHNA CHOUHAN

SAVIORS OF 108 CHATTISGARH TEAM

MEDIA COVERAGE 
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HUMAN - ANIMAL CONFLICT RESULTING DIRE

CONSEQUENCES 

Human – animal conflict in the forest areas became quite common, as 
humans are en croaching the forest lands and animal hunting grounds. 
This was a very touching case of tribal area of block Saragbundia of district 
Korba in Chhattisgarh. Sanpati family lives in a hamlet on the brink of the 
forest. An 8y/o baby of sanpati family playing in their court yard, suddenly 
a leopard attacked the baby and dragged into near by bushes. On hearing 
the baby's cry for help, the panic striken parents of the baby started 
screaming and ran behind the wild beast to save their baby. On hearing 
the commotion the neighbors came to rescue the baby and started 
attacking the wild animals with traditional tools like bow and arrow. At last 
the villagers are successful in getting rid of the baby from the leopard. But 
the baby became unconscious and became limp. The baby had multiple 
injuries all over the body and bleeding briskly from the lacerations. Her 
parents called 108 for help, 108 Ambulance team EMT Mr Bhuneshwar 
Devangan and Pilot Mr Krishna Chauhan immediately rushed towards the 
scene. Within few minutes ambulance was on scene, EMT found that baby 
was unconscious with severe bleeding from injuries. EMT applied C-collar, 
controlled bleeding and took Baby into the ambulance. Then checked the 
vitals, which were unstable and the condition of the baby was drifting 
towards shock. EMT contacted ERCP, on his advice gave IV fluid, Oxygen 
and injection for relieving pain. After the interventions the baby became 
conscious. While monitoring closely the baby was shifted to community 
health center at Shakti. 

The parent sof the baby thanked our amby team for their timely help and 
efforts. 

CHATTISGARH STATE TEAM - KORBA DISTRICT

EMT        BHUNESHWAR DEWANGAN

 KRISHNA CHOUHANPILOT     

AMBULANCE LOCATION:
PHC SURGBUNDIYA

CASE ID: 2061099

DATE: 8/12/2016

CALL TIME: 15:08

ERCP : TRIVENDRADR. 

RECEIVING HOSPITAL:  
CHC SHAKT.

Patient Receiving

Pre hospital Care

In 108 Ambulance
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I am very happy that I got an opportunity to be associated with GVK EMRI 
108 Ambulance services. It is very challenging to deal with chest pain 
emergency.

I would like to thank GVK EMRI for giving me an opportunity to be a part of 
life saving mission. 

REFLECTION BY PILOT: NANDESH PANDU NAIK  

REFLECTION BY EMT: ASHVINI VAMAN KHANDEKAR

EMT
ASHVINI VAMAN

KHANDEKAR

PILOT

NANDESH PANDU NAIK

SAVIORS OF 108 GOA TEAM
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CHEST PAIN ASSOCIATED WITH HYPERTENSION

thOn 27  of November, a call was received to assist a chest pain victim from 
a remote village in the mid night from the ERC .The on duty EMT-Ashwini 
received the call and took the case details and rushed for the cardiac 
emergency. It was a village near Old Goa where no transport facility is 
available after 8:30pm till morning 7:00am.

On reaching the village victim was found to be the 60 year old female 
having severe chest pain with mild breathlessness. Without delaying victim 
was shifted into ambulance via an auto loader in semi fowler's position by 
Pilot Nandesh. Monitor was connected and baseline vitals were recorded 
and simultaneously past history was gathered from the family. 

Enroute EMT Ashwini contacted ERCP Dr. Shayaan and explained the 
victim condition and as per the instructions started Oxygen 10/lpm, 
Injection Lasix 40mg IV and Injection Ranitidine IV was administered. 
Enroute reassessment was done and reassurance was given.  By the time 
they reach hospital victim was stabilized.

GOA STATE TEAM - OLD GOA DISTRICT 

 ASHWINI VAMAN KHANDEKAR  EMT        

PILOT     NANDESH PANDU NAIK

AMBULANCE LOCATION:
OLD GOA

CASE ID: 20160000203138

DATE: 27/11/2016

CALL TIME:  HRS23:56

ERCP: DR.SHAYAAN

RECEIVING HOSPITAL:  
PHC, BETKI.

Patient Receiving

Pre hospital Care

In 108 Ambulance
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I am working in 108 since 6 years and this is my first savior recognition. At 

the time of handover baby's vitals has improved and the same was 

reflected on the face of his parents too which made me feel as if my hard 

work has paid off.

 In this particular case I had to drive about 15KM to reach near 
victim. As the babies vitals were critical I tried my best to reach to 
victim and thereafter at hospital within the shortest span of time. 

st
Winning my 1  savior in my 9 years of service has brought a new 
energy and motivation to work in 108. 

REFLECTION BY PILOT : HITENDRASINH GOHIL

REFLECTION BY EMT : DINESH DIHORA

EMT

DINESH DIHORA

PILOT
HITENDRASINH GOHIL

SAVIORS OF 108     GUJARAT TEAM 

MEDIA COVARAGE
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“….When situations are just not right,
 When everything does not seems to be bright
 When you feel the fright,
 There is one word that keeps you going
 It is hope that gives you the solution to the wrong….”

A new born baby with critical vitals i.e. not good tone, movement, cry, and 
respiration was notified at '108' services by Vikrambhai from Bella village, 
on 26th of November, 14:10 hrs. The case was forwarded to nearest 

ambulance situated at Talaja location. Pilot Hitendrasing Soni was 
informed about the address by EMT Dinesh Dihora and was told to 
rush to the incident location.

The case was of new born sick baby of Sonal ben, delivered at CHC with 
critical vitals and required ambulance assistance to shift baby to higher 

care centre. In pre-arrival instruction, EMT Dinesh advised caller over 
the phone to continue oxygen support and do not panic, aid is on 
the way. With all the essential equipments and assuring scene safety 
EMT checked in at scene. In Initial assessment EMT found baby was 
limp with low respiratory rate, cyanosed skin and markedly low 
pulse. Immediately EMT started CPR and oxygen with BVM. Next 
with the help of collapsible stretcher EMT loaded the baby in 
ambulance and halogen light was switched on to prevent 
hypothermia.

The vitals and physical examination findings were informed to ERC 
Physician Dr. Mehul Kothari over the phone, as per ERCP guidance 
all the essential care was delivered to the baby. 

Following the  proven pre-hospital care protocol, baby of Sonal ben 
was shifted to Nice Hospital at Bhavnagar. Post 48 hrs follow-up 
revealed baby was recuperating but was still hospitalized for further 
management and care.
                         

AMBULANCE LOCATION:
TALAJA

CASE ID: 20160003606789

DATE: 26/11/2016

CALL TIME: 23:02 HRS

ERCP: DR. MEHUL KOTHARI

RECEIVING HOSPITAL:  
NICE HOSPITAL,
BHAVNAGGAR.

108-A HOPE OF POSSIBILITIES

GUJARAT STATE TEAM - BHAVNAGAR DISTRICT

EMT        DINESH DIHORA

PILOT     HITENDRASINH GOHIL

Patient Receiving

Pre hospital Care

In 108 Ambulance
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It was a case of RTA with crush injury to the left leg. The patient was in a 
state of shock & the pulse rate was low (40/minute).  Prompt pre hospital 
care was possible because of regular refresh of our skills through trainings. 
I felt happy that got an opportunity to serve the community through GVK 
EMRI.

It was a case of RTA. The patient had extensive injury to the left leg. During 
RTA cases it is very difficult to manage the crowd. I would like to say thanks 
to GVK EMRI for giving me an opportunity to work as a Pilot in ambulance 
and to serve the community. 

REFLECTION BY PILOT: UMESH

REFLECTION BY EMT: SOWBHAGYA

EMT
SOWBHAGYA

PILOT
UMESH

SAVIORS OF 108 KARNATAKA STATE TEAM
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RTA WITH CRUSH INJURY TO THE LEFT LEG

th
On 5  December 2016 at 2.20 we received a case of RTA involving a male 
patient aged 35 years. On reaching the scene we found a huge crowd 
gathered around the victim. We make sure that the scene is safe and 
dispersed the crowd. On observation the victim had crush injury to the left 
leg with multiple injuries all over the body. Then the victim was carefully 
shifted into the ambulance with scoop board after applying C-collar to the 
patient's neck.

On rapid trauma survey, it was found that the victim was unconscious. His 
pulse was 40/minute. He was in a state of shock with low BP. His initial BP 
was 90/60 mm of Hg. The respiratory rate was low.  He was hypoxemic. 
The Initial SP0  was 78%. While transporting the patient, we contacted 2

ERCP on his advice Oxygen was administered through NRBM & 2 units of 
IVF (NS) were administered. Wound care was given & Injection Atropine 
was given because of low pulse rate (Pulse was 40/minute). The crushed 
left leg was dressed with all aseptic precaution.

At the time of handing over the patient to the District Hospital, Tumkur (23 
kms)- the patient's vitals had improved- Pulse- 68/minute, BP- 110/70 mm 
of Hg, Spo2 – 88%. But the mental status remained the same.

The hospital staff appreciated our efforts for our efforts.

KARNATAKA STATE TEAM - TUMKURU DISTRICT

EMT        SOWBHAGYA

PILOT     UMESH

AMBULANCE LOCATION:
KYATHASANDRA

CASE ID: 4837497

DATE: 5/12/2016

CALL TIME: 2.20 HRS

ERCP: NO

RECEIVING HOSPITAL:
DH TUMKUR.
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As an emergency service provider, I feel great to be able to help someone 
who is in needs. In this case the moment I reached the scene, it really 
touched my heart when I saw a newborn baby was abandoned by the 
mother. I was very happy to get an opportunity to help this baby. I was also 
very happy that I can follow up the baby by myself and to find the baby in a 
healthy condition

It has been a memorable day for me as is for the first time that I got to 

attend like this type of case. I am glad to be a part of this mission, a mission 

in saving life especially for this baby.

REFLECTION BY EMT: STEPPHYRNAI

REFLECTION BY PILOT: JOSEPH 

EMT
STEPPHYRNAI

PILOT
JOSEPH   

MEGHALAYA STATE TEAMSAVIORS OF 108

VICTIM PHOTOGRAPH
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MEGHALAYA STATE TEAM - SHILLONG-GUWAHATI BASE  DISTRICT

NEWBORN BABY ABANDONED BUT SAVED

Babies are like little suns that, in a magical way, bring warmth, happiness 
and light into our lives The jewel of the sky is the sun; the jewel of the . 
house is the child. A baby is born with a need to be loved but it is just 
opposite for one baby girl which is born and was left abandoned by the 
mother. The mother after giving birth put the newborn baby in a plastic bag 
and left her on the river side.

th
This happened on the 20  Dec'16 night at around 10:15 PM, a lady was 
crossing the bridge, on halfway through the bridge she heard the sound of 
a baby crying. The cry was very loud that she started thinking that babies 
will only cry when they are hungry or sick. She stopped to check, where was 
the crying sound coming from and soon found out that the crying sound 
was coming from the river side. By herself she went down and checked and 
was shocked to find that the cry was from plastic bag and there was a 
female baby inside the bag. She immediately informed the locality 
headman and the police at the same time.

A call landed in the 108 Emergency response centre lines. The call was 
from Sadar Police Station, Shillong stating that there is a report of an 
abandon baby near Wahingdoh Bridge, which is just opposite to the GVK 
EMRI office Meghalaya. On further validation, it was confirmed that a 
newborn baby was left stranded in cold on the river side inside a plastic 
bag by the mother. 

The case was assigned to Shillong-Guwahati ambulance. EMT 
Stepphyrnai M Umlong, EMT on duty and Pilot Joseph Pyngrope, Pilot on 
duty, without any delay rushed to the scene to attend the case. On 
reaching the scene the EMT found that all the extremities of baby were cool 
and cyanotic, and the cord was still not cut. The baby was still conscious, 
well crying and breathing was normal. The EMT with the help of the lady 
took the baby inside the ambulance, clamp and cut the cord, clean the 
baby and covered her with a blanket to keep her warm. The EMT also gave 
oxygen to the baby. Soon after which the baby became pink. The baby was 
then transported safely to Ganesh Das Hospital, Shillong.

On 48 Hours follow up it is found that the baby is healthy and is in a stable 
condition and the lady who was the first person to found her, take care of 
the baby.

EMT        STEPPHYRNAI MYLLIEM UMLONG

 JOSEPH PYNGROPEPILOT     

AMBULANCE LOCATION:
SHILLONG-GUWAHATI

BASE 

CASE ID: 20160000212475

DATE: 20/12/2016

CALL TIME: 23:12 HRS

ERCP : DR JAMIR

RECEIVING HOSPITAL:  
GANESH DAS HOSPITAL

SHILLONG.
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REFLECTION BY EMT: VIMAL

SAVIORS OF 108 TAMIL NADU STATE TEAM

REFLECTION BY PILOT : SATHISH RAJA

we received call from ERC as RTA (Two-wheeler vs auto). I called the caller 
and obtained adequate information and gave necessary pre-arrival 
instructions. On reaching the scene I found the victim having open fracture 
to his right leg with both bones exposed. I shifted the patient with the help 
of Pilot and provided adequate pre hospital care and safely brought to 
Melur GH. Casualty Medical Officer at GH assessed the patient. Since he 
needs immediate orthopaedic intervention, he was referred to Madurai 
Medical College for further management. We then took the patient and 
admitted at Madurai Medical College and Hospital. After 2 days, I followed 
the case and found that he underwent surgery, able to move his fingers.

On reaching the scene, I found around 20 people surrounding the victim. I 
cleared the crowd and assisted EMT in applying splint and shifting into 
ambulance. We reached the hospital in 12 minutes. From there again they 
referred the patient to Madurai Medical College & Hospital. 

EMT

VIMAL

PILOT
SATHISH RAJA
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A middle aged man was riding on two-wheeler to his home. When he 
crossed Melur rountana, a speeding three wheeler auto hit the victim bike 
head on. A good Samaritan called 108 and informed about the accident 
and the injured person. Emergency Response Centre immediately 
assigned the case to Melur GH location ambulance. The ambulance crew 
immediately rushed from their base location and reached the scene in 7 
minutes. On reaching the scene, EMT found the patient lying on the side of 
the road screaming in pain with active bleeding from his right leg. Rapid 
trauma survey revealed tenderness and deformity of Tibia and Fibula with 
open fracture. Peripheral pulses felt but he couldn't move his toes. He was 
shifted into the ambulance, vital parameters assessed. Wound care 
provided under aseptic precautions and splinting done. As per ERCP 
advice, analgesic injection was given, IV fluids and O2 supplementation 
given. En-route to hospital vital parameters checked at regular interval 
and safely admitted at Melur GH. 

TAMIL NADU STATE TEAM - MADURAI DISTRICT 

EMT        VIMAL

PILOT      SATHISH RAJA

RTA (TWO WHEELER VS AUTO)

AMBULANCE LOCATION:
MELUR GH

CASE ID: 7483979

DATE: 05/12/2016

CALL TIME: 04:14 HRS

ERCP: DR. THIRUMARAN

RECEIVING HOSPITAL:  
MELUR GH.

Patient Receiving

Pre hospital Care

In 108 Ambulance
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It was a shocking and tragic incident to see so many victims were trapped 
under collapsed building. Dead bodies of some victims got buried under 
the rubble. We saved the victims by providing proper pre hospital care and 
that gave us lot of satisfaction in saving the precious life of such victims. We 
felt happy to have received the appreciation letter and reward from our 
organization GVK EMRI.

We started immediately after getting a call from ERC. Our in-charge and 
we reached the scene and saw the gruesome scene of building collapse. 
We had great satisfaction for helping the victim in the critical condition, we 
felt happy that when the other officials appreciated of our sincere services.

REFLECTION BY PILOT: MD AZAR HUSSAIN 
 

REFLECTION BY EMT: SYEED MUKTHAR AHMED 

EMT
SAYEED MUKTHAR

AHMED

PILOT
MD AZAR HUSSAIN  

SAVIORS OF 108 TELANGANA STATE TEAM

1.  ON GOING EXTRICATION PHOTOGRAPHS
2. ON SCENE AND HOSPITAL PHOTOGRAPHS OF PRE HOSPITAL CARE 
3. PHOTOGRAPHS OF VICTIM AT THE HOSPITAL
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On Thursday 08  December 2016, a tragic MCI has happened; more than 
13 people of four families were feared trapped under the debris after an 
under-construction multi storied building collapsed at Nanakramguda of 
Gachibowli at around 9.30 p.m.  As the news spread, teams of Cyberabad 
Police, GHMC officials and five 108 ambulance services rushed to the spot 
and took up rescue operations. Two JCB machines were brought in to the 
scene to remove the debris. As it was night and pitch dark, rescue 
operations could not be taken up immediately on full-scale. The majority 
of persons living in that fateful building were construction laborers. 
National Disaster Response Force (NDRF) and 108 service teams started 
rescuing those trapped under the debris.

On reaching the scene our five ambulance teams of Mehidipatnam, 
Langer House, Gachibowli, Kondapur and Miyapur (EMTs and Pilots) 
assessed the entire scenario, with the help of other officials on scene, took 
part in the evacuation of victims. Our team had brought all the equipments 
like scoop stretchers, C- collars, wound care materials and portable 
oxygen cylinders. EMTs on assessment and information found that around 
13 victims trapped in this incident with help of our pilot and other rescuing 
teams all the victims were extricated.  

In process extrication our Langer House amby team EMT Mr. Mukthar 
Ahmed and Pilot Mr. Azhar Hussain found a victim named  Deepak 5 y/o  
male in semi conscious. On scene itself EMT stabilized him on scoop 
stretcher and initiated oxygen with help of portable cylinder, shifted him 
into the ambulance and placed in comfortable position. On rapid trauma 
survey, EMT found that the victim had laceration on temporal region, 
fracture of left forearm and deformity of left leg below knee joint. EMT had 
immobilized the fractured limbs by splinting and wound care was done. 
Base line vitals were recorded; BP 90/60 mm of Hg, Pulse rate 148/min 
and Respiratory rate 38/min. ERCP Dr. Bavitha was contacted, on her 
medical direction, IV fluids were initiated. The victim was transported to 
Continental Hospital, Gachibowli of Rangareddy District for further 
management and care.

Later on, another victim Mrs. Rekha 25 Years aged was extricated; found to 
be semi conscious. Our Gachibowli amby team provided the primary care 
on scene with all the resources brought along with us to her and handed 
over to private ambulance team (Continental Hospital Ambulance). Our 
Associates later learnt from the 48hrs follow-up and further recent 
enquiry, both the victims are in observation of doctor's team at hospital and 
they are safe and recovering well. 

In this rescue operation our Regional manager and Emergency 
management Executives of both Hyderabad and Rangareddy Districts 
have also participated and kept their best efforts in coordination of various 
ambulances. All the efforts were recognized by our GVK EMRI operational 
Head and they were given letter of appreciation and reward. 

TELANGANA STATE TEAM -  DISTRICTHYDERABAD

EMT          SYEED MUKTHAR AHMED

PILOT       MD AZAR HUSSAIN  

AMBULANCE LOCATION:
LANGER HOUSE

CASE ID: 41577049

DATE: 08/12/2016

CALL TIME: 10:29 HRS

ERCP: DR. BHAVITHA

RECEIVING HOSPITAL:  
CONTINENTAL HOSPITAL,
GACHIBOWLI RANGAREDDY

A TRAGIC INCIDENT OF BUILDING COLLAPSE

108 AMBULANCE NEAR THE
INCIDENT SITE
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It was a case of RTA with head injury. Prompt pre hospital care was possible 
because of regular refresh of our skills through trainings. It is my privilege 
to work with GVK EMRI in life saving mission.

It was a case of RTA. During RTA cases it is very difficult to manage the 
crowd. I would like to say thanks to GVK EMRI for giving me an opportunity 
to be part of noble life saving mission.

REFLECTION BY EMT : LAL BAHADUR

SAVIORS OF 108 UTTAR PRADESH STATE TEAM

REFLECTION BY PILOT : ADITYA KUMAR

EMT
LAL BAHADUR

PILOT
ADITYA KUMAR
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On 12  December 22 years old Upender going home for lunch on his 
bicycle from his work place. While crossing the road a speeding four 
wheeler hit him. The victim was thrown from his cycle and fell on to the side 
of the road and became unconscious. A Good Samaritan passing by called 
108 about the accident and informed about the victim.

Ambulance at Lokbandhu location was assigned the case. EMT Mr. 
Lalbahdur and Pilot Mr.Aditya kumar rushed to rescue the victim. On 
reaching the scene a big crowd of onlookers gathered around the victim. 
Pilot Mr. Aditya Kumar was successful in managing the crowd. After 
ensuring scene safety we reached to the victim, he is in a puddle of blood 
and unconscious. 

On examination the patient unconscious . He had multiple injuries all over 
the body. He is bleeding briskly from the head. On close examination he 
has big laceration on the frontal area with depression and deformed left 
hand. The initial vitals were Pulse – 110/m, R.R- 22/m, Blood pressure – 
100/70mmHg, Spo2-90%. Then ERCP was contacted and explained about 
the patient's condition. On his advice high flow oxygen was started, IV 
fluids N.S and R.L were given simultaneously. The bleeding from the 
laceration on the head was controlled by pressure bandage, the broken 
arm was splinted.

Frequent examination of vitals and condition was done while going to the 
hospital. The patient was admitted in to the trauma unit. On 48 hr follow 
up, the patient was doing good and recuperating in the hospital.

UTTAR PRADESH STATE TEAM -  DISTRICTLUCKNOW

EMT        LAL BAHADUR

PILOT     ADITYA KUMAR

AMBULANCE LOCATION:
LOKBANDHU, LUCKNOW

CASE ID: 157077777

DATE: 12/16/2016

CALL TIME: HRS10:00 

ERCP:  DR. KUSHWAHA

RECEIVING HOSPITAL:  
TRAUMA UNIT, LUCKNOW.

CYCLE OF MISFORTUNE

Patient Receiving

Pre hospital Care

In 108 Ambulance
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SAVIORS OF 108 UTTARAKHAND STATE TEAM

I am working with 108 since 5 years and have handled so many cases of 
delivery but this was the first time I handled twin delivery so this was  
unique experience for me. Moments of happiness arise while 
remembering numerous cases handled in our area and our contribution 
towards overall health of the community makes us proud.

Satisfaction and peace of mind is the result of the efforts we put for each case we 
handle. Relieving distress and agony is an integral part of my life as a driver, this is 
a dream come true for me. I am regarded as a Pilot, a life savior.

REFLECTION BY EMT : DURGESH

REFLECTION BY PILOT   : MADAN

      MEDIA COVERAGE 

EMT
DURGESH

PILOT
MADAN
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UTTARAKHAND STATE TEAM -  DISTRICT  DEHRADUN

th 
On 4 December, 2016, Smt. Makani Devi, aged 25 years, resident of 

nd
Upper Rajeevnagar, Dist Dehradun, 2  gravida at full term of pregnancy, 
was having regular labor pains. Concerned by the events, her husband 
immediately called '108' and requested emergency medical help.

On receiving information, 108 ambulance of City - 5, Dehradun location 
reached the site. After assessment of Smt. Makani Devi's condition at the 
scene EMT Durgesh Negi and Pilot Madan shifted her into the ambulance 
and provided high flow Oxygen and gave left lateral position to expectant 
mother. 

During transportation on the way to hospital, frequency of contractions 
increased.  EMT Durgesh realized the imminent nature of delivery.  During 
ongoing assessment, EMT found head as presenting part of baby. EMT 
opened delivery kit and prepared scene to conduct delivery. EMT called 
Emergency Physician. Under the guidance of Emergency Physician         
Dr. D. J.K Khatri, EMT provided perineal support and delivered the baby. 
After delivery, EMT dried the baby, cleared the airway by suctioning and 
covered in baby blanket to keep the baby warm. After the first baby was 
delivered EMT noticed that the abdomen of the lady was still distended and 
the frequency of contractions were same as earlier. By identifying these 
signs EMT concluded that there is another baby inside & he prepared for 
delivering second baby. After 4 minutes second baby was delivered. 
APGAR score of both the male babies was 10 at birth and babies looked 
healthy. Mother and babies were safely shifted to the Doon Female 
Hospital, Dehradun.  

EMT        DURGESH NAGI

PILOT     MADAN

AMBULANCE LOCATION:
CITY-5

CASE ID: 1491210

DATE: 04/12/2016

CALL TIME: 06:13 HRS

ERCP: DR. KHATRI

RECEIVING HOSPITAL:  
DOON FEMALE, HOSPITAL.

DOUBLE DELIGHT FOR MAKANI DEVI's

Patient Receiving

Pre hospital Care

In 108 Ambulance
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stBringing 21 Century EMS to India .

GVK EMRI's new 108 service is revolu�onizing ambulance care across the Indian sub-
con�nent.

The GVK EMRI (Emergency Management and Research Ins�tute) is one of the most important social ini�a�ves 
of GVK. GVK is a leading Indian conglomerate with diversified interests across various sectors including energy, 
resources, airports, transporta�on, hospitality and life sciences.

GVK EMRI (Emergency Management and Research Ins�tute) is one of the pioneering
 professional organiza�ons providing integrated emergency response services (Medical, Police and Fire) in Public 
Private Partnership (PPP) mode in India today.

April 2005 saw the dawn of India's first integrated emergency service provider and marked the turning point for 
emergency medical services in India. The organiza�on was conceived with the objec�ve of delivering 
comprehensive, speedy, reliable and quality Emergency Care Services. This has been done by establishing an 
Emergency Response System that coordinates every emergency through a single toll free number 1-0-8 which 
when called in an emergency ensures prompt communica�on and ac�va�on of a response that includes, 
assessment of the emergency, dispatch of the ambulances, along with a well trained Emergency Medical 
Technician to render quality pre-hospital care and transport of the pa�ent to the appropriate health care facility. 
The system has also put in place the strategic principle of “right pa�ent to the right hospital in the shortest 
possible �me,” all built on a high-end technology pla�orm.

Vision:

Provide Emergency Response Services under PPP (Public Private Partnership) framework. Respond to 30 million 
emergencies and save 1 million lives annually.

To deliver services at global standards through 
Leadership, Innova�on, Technology and Research and 
Training.

How 108 works:

Every life saved at GVK EMRI is a reflec�on of the 
combined efforts of a team of dedicated professionals. 
GVK EMRI has in place, me�culously chalked-out 
processes that ensure speedy, effec�ve emergency 
services designed to save lives. A three-pronged 
approach-SENSE-REACH-CARE is aimed at a holis�c 
delivery of the most sophis�cated Emergency 
Management Services.

Dr. G.V.K.Reddy, Chairman, GVKEMRI

This article was published
in winter 2016-Issue4|Volume13 of Ambulance Today magazine, www. ambulancetoday.co.uk
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